Japan Update:

What’s Driving Japanese Investment in the US, and How Will American Companies Be Impacted?

Insights from Both Sides of the Pacific

Friday, March 1, 2019
Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber, 3 East Fourth St, Cincinnati, OH 45202
1:30-4:30 pm (cocktail reception follows)

JASGC Member Ticket Price – $25.00
Non-Member Ticket Price – $35.00

Ticket includes reception featuring authentic Japanese appetizers from Mei Japanese Restaurant, beer and wine.
Online registration deadline: February 27, 2019

Get updates on the current demographic, political and economic trends in Japan, and how they are connected to business opportunities here in the Greater Cincinnati region.

Hear about the key challenges Japanese companies face when they merge with or acquire US companies. (Several case studies will be presented).

Gain valuable insight, including what to watch out for and lessons learned, from both sides when integrating culture, workforce and business practices of Japanese and American companies.

Register Online: jasgc.org/event-3231260
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